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Welcome to the world of Olympia oysters!
This picture guide brings to you a close-up view of the habitat features that support Olympia
oysters in Puget Sound and shares some of the identifying characteristics that will enable you to
SEE Olympia oysters in these various habitats. Olys are wonderfully cryptic critters. They are not
showy oysters; they do not jump out at us as we amble along the beach or even muck and poke about.
In fact, they bear very little resemblance to the archetypal oyster that most of us have in our
mind’s eye as our “oyster search image.” One has to be searching for Olympia oysters to find them.
And to succeed in this noble quest, one has to have some knowledge about what they look like and
where to look for them.
The culmination of over a dozen happy years working in the field of Olympia oyster restoration,
this guide is designed to train your eye and refine your search techniques. Equipped with the
right search image, you too can scout out remnant populations in pocket habitats and know that an
important part of our intertidal heritage is still present – even in low numbers.
Olympia oysters have a rich and storied past in this part of the world. The only native oyster along
the west coast, Olympia oysters are tied to coastal abundance stretching back for thousands of
years. They have founded industries and settlements, launched cargo ships up and down the west
coast, and been a loving part of community and family lore.
A century or so ago, their numbers dwindled significantly as a result of overharvest, habitat
loss, and pollution near some important source populations. Today, less than 4% of historic core
populations remain. But loyalty to these oysters remains strong and interest is re-awakening.

With this guide, we hope to entice others into the world of Olympia oysters. Our goal is to develop
our collective aptitude for spotting Olympia oysters in their chosen habitats so we can document
the current distribution of Olympia oysters in Puget Sound more accurately. Knowledge of current
distribution will enable us to expand efforts to re-build self-sustaining beds of Olympia oysters
that provide an historic habitat feature in the intertidal area.
We have included a compendium of habitat types throughout this guide because we have found over
the years that Olympia oysters are drawn to specific habitat features – like lagoons, drainage
channels, seepage areas – rather than to particular elevations. Even though Olympia oysters in
Puget Sound are generally speaking a lower intertidal species, a habitat feature such as a lagoon
may be perched high, and be artificial or natural, and still provide perfect habitat conditions. In
other words, Olympia oysters and their preferred habitats occur at multiple elevations - wherever
the conditions are suitable. They are NOT confined to the lower intertidal. Key habitat features
include moisture, seepage or trickling water that protects the oysters from extreme temperatures
and, in some cases, from silt. Protected environments are also needed, such as those found near
the heads of inlets, since this is where historic core populations in Puget Sound were located.

Preferred habitat features include:
• Deep tidal lagoons – artificial & natural
• Moist, flat seepage areas or seeps
• Protected coves
• Tidal pools behind sand berms
• Mix of substrate – shell, gravel, sand, silt
• Channels draining pools, ponds, lagoons
• Lower fringe of (and sometimes intermixed with) Pacific oyster beds
• Structure in otherwise soft habitats
There are many exceptions to the rule with regard to both habitat and oyster identification.  In
many locations, Olympia oysters are not readily apparent on the surface but are hidden underneath
objects.  For instance the rocky boulder shorelines in South Sound will have oysters attached
underneath but none will be visible from above. In some spots, even to an experienced eye, an
Olympia oyster can look like a Pacific oyster and a Pacific can look like an Olympia.
As you feast your eyes on the following pictures and ready yourselves for the search, please note
that there are some ground rules for conducting Olympia oyster surveys and reporting your finds.
Ground rules: No collecting or harvesting of the oysters is allowed.  Anyone who finds what they
think is an Olympia oyster must 1) take pictures of the oyster in situ AND the surrounding habitat,
2) Record the GPS location and approximate tidal elevation and 3) send to Brady Blake at WDFW,
brady.blake@dfw.wa.gov and Betsy Peabody at PSRF, betsy@restorationfund.org for verification.
With that, let the search begin “and may the odds be ever in your favor!”  Olympia oysters existed
throughout Puget Sound historically.  Let us go forth and find them - nestled in little pockets of
habitat that still provide the right habitat conditions – so that we can work together to rebuild
them.  Our goal is to re-establish dense aggregations of oyster beds that provide living structure
and ecosystem services in the intertidal so we can help maintain a healthy estuary.
For more information, please contact Betsy Peabody, Puget Sound Restoration Fund, (206) 780-6947,
betsy@restorationfund.org  Or go to Puget Sound Restoration Fund’s website at:  
www.restorationfund.org
Cheers to all of you with an interest in Olympia oysters and their restoration!
Betsy Peabody
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North Bay
An example of a sustainable Olympia oyster bed where native oysters
provide structured habitat in the lower intertidal.

Seal Rock - Lower fringe of

Pacific oyster bed habitat

olympia oyster

Seepage Habitat

moist, flat seepage areas or seeps.
Seepage areas can include a mix
of substrates, such as silt, sand,
shell, gravel. Sea lettuce often
collects in these areas as well.

olympia oyster

Olympia oysters set on a larger shell with a
broader view of seepage habitat behind

olympia oysters

North Bay - Broad flat intertidal
seepage area near the head of an inlet
with furrows and seeps.

Eld Inlet - Protected, moist,

flat seepage area habitat

Shell
enhancement

Indian Island

Eel Grass/Oyster Fringe . The historic cooccurrence of eel grass and native oysters
is clear from early reports: “The oysters are
either covered with shallow water at low
tide, or exposed for only short intervals,
while the eel grass acts as a strainer in
keeping the water back and preventing
complete drainage, or falls over and protects
the oysters from direct heat of the sun.”
(stafford 1915)
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Discovery Bay - Mill Pond
Artificial Lagoon Habitat

Pacific oyster
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Pacific oyster

Other examples of Lagoon habitats

Bywater Bay - Natural tidal lagoon

Fletcher Bay
tidal lagoon/Inlet

New Olympia recruit set on
adult oyster in Fletcher Bay

Little Clam Bay
Artificial tidal
lagoon

Liberty Bay
Mud habitat with emergent structure
At this location native oysters are set on
all available structure in otherwise muddy
substrate. this indicates that Liberty Bay is
structure limited but that there is plenty of
larvae to support recolonization.

Olympia oysters set on
larger emergent shell

Oyster Bay

Mud habitat with emergent
structure

Drainage channel habitat
trickling moving water that protects
oysters from extreme temperature and
keeps silt from settling.
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Crandell Spit

Drainage channel Habitat

TIdal pool Habitat
Tidal areas protected
by a gravel/sand berm
create a haven for
Olympia oysters.

Potlatch at +3 elevation
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Point Whitney at
+1 elevation

Happy Hunting

